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From: Karen Cooper [thekarenzone@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008 2:00 PM
To: Hearing Docket
Subject: I am with Conressman Bart Gorden

To The Nuclear regulatory Commission,

My family and I stand strongly behind Congressman Bart Gordon. in fighting to keep foreign Nuclear Waste out of
Tennessee.

Why in the world would we want this ? and Why in the world would the NRC even consider this as a possibility ?
I will be obtaining a list of who makes up this commission. They must be lunatics or have some other strong incentive in

the works to even consider an application to allow the importation of such waste.

Here you have a movement throughout our county to pay extra a month on our electrical bills '(green power switch),

change our light bulbs to energy conserving ones, turn off our lights, be conservative in order to create less waste. So
here we all are working our tails off at being conscious, educated citizens just so we can take care of the italians waste.
I do not think so.
Just as my 4.5 year old learns in Kindergarten, You have to clean up your own mess.

I support Congressman Bart Gordon in introducing a bipartisan legislation that will ban the importation of foreign nuclear
waste not only to Tennessee but to our entire Nation.

Keep our Country Clean,

Karen C
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